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Bill Belichick is one of the titans of today’s game of
football. Now, sports commentator and bestselling author
Michael Holley follows three NFL teams—the New
England Patriots, Kansas City Chiefs, and Atlanta
Falcons—from training camp 2010 through the Super
Bowl and into the April draft, opening a new window into
Belichick’s influence on the game. This one-of-a-kind
exploration takes football fans behind the scenes of the
most popular sport in America, with unprecedented
insider access to the head coaches, scouts, trainers, and
players who make the game what it is—including new
insights from Bill Parcells, Todd and Dick Haley, and
Belichick himself. For true fans of the game, and for
readers of Badasses, Patriot Reign, and Boys Will Be
Boys, Holley’s War Room is not to be missed.
You've got battles to fight—on your knees. The teen years
can be tough; don't try to make it through without one of
your most powerful weapons—prayer. A companion book
to the movie War Room, this new kind of journal will get
you ready for a new kind of prayer life, one that's strong,
growing, and reflects just how powerful prayer is. Each
short chapter tackles one of the biggest questions teens
have about prayer, questions such as: Why pray,
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for? Am I really supposed to
pray for my enemies too? Will God listen? And will He
answer? Just-right journaling prompts will then get you
thinking—and praying—and reinforce the real power of
fighting battles on your knees.
POWERFUL PRAYERS FOR TOTAL DELIVERANCE
AND VICTORY There are times in life when you need to
say, "Enough is Enough" to the Devil and your problems.
At a point in the journey of the Israelites, God said to
Moses; "Harass the Midianites, and attack them; for they
harassed you with their schemes by which they seduced
you in the matter of Peor and in the matter of Cozbi, the
daughter of a leader of Midian, their sister, who was
killed in the day of the plague because of Peor."
(Numbers 25:16-18). Here, we see God telling Moses to
harass the Midianites because they harassed the people
of God. This shows that God is not happy when the
wicked harass His people. The enemies might have
harassed and abused your life in the time past. After
reading this book and acting on the instructions and
prayers, every harassment of the Devil and evil spirits in
your life will come to an end, in the name of Jesus Christ.
This book will teach you the following: - How to trust God
in any situation. - How to win spiritual warfare. - How to
remove the hand of the Devil from anything that
concerns you. - How to gain victory over spiritual battles.
- How to make positive confession in the time of need. How to apply the word of God that works wonders in
your life. - Etc. If you want to win spiritual warfare and
live a life of peace and joy, then, this book is for you. You
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You Are About to Discover Why God Loves You and
Why He Loves America! God’s purpose for this world is
far from over. Your nation is worth saving and worth
praying for. Prayer is not merely the last resort of the
weak, as some suggest. Prayer is the foundation of the
wise, and at the heart of all that is noble and everlasting.
When people open their hearts to God, He moves on
their behalf in ways that are quite extraordinary, as
history shows. History is being written right now. Before
your very eyes, a nation’s story is being told. How do
you respond? You are not powerless and helpless; you
have the greatest advantage imaginable: Prayer. In the
midst of chaos and crisis—either national or
personal—your voice can shape how history unfolds!
Through this book, you will find hope and courage to
pray to a God who loves you and wants to answer your
prayers. When people pray, God listens!
Why buy our paperbacks? Standard Font size of 10 for
all books High Quality Paper Fulfilled by Amazon
Expedited shipping 30 Days Money Back Guarantee
BEWARE of Low-quality sellers Don't buy cheap
paperbacks just to save a few dollars. Most of them use
low-quality papers & binding. Their pages fall off easily.
Some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less
to increase their profit margin. It makes their books
completely unreadable. How is this book unique?
Unabridged (100% Original content) Font adjustments &
biography included Illustrated About General Catholic
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in truth. He will do the will of them that fear Him, and He
will bear their prayer and save them" (Ps. cxliv. 18, 19).
"Rejoicing in hope, patient in tribulation, instant in prayer"
(Rom. xii. 12).
To The Next Level! Take your prayer life to the next
level. This book explains how you can unleash the
POWER of the Prayer of Agreement in your own life and
those around you. . Based on the word of God and
includes 3 actual real life case studies. Grab your copy
now while it is still available! How To Experience
Answered Prayer Through The Prayer Of Agreement.
Win The War Room Battle! This book is a MUST read for
every believer! Note: This is NOT just another book on
prayer, but rather a powerful book that will teach how
you can unleash the power of the Prayer of Agreement
and win the battle in the prayer war room and receive
answers to your prayers. We have included 3 real life
examples. God wants to answer our prayers and He has
made this clear in His word. If you have ever wondered
why some of your prayers seemingly go unanswered or
how can you effectively pray for God's intervention and
guidance - thenHow To Experience Answered Prayer
Through The Prayer Of Agreement will answer that
question and others you may have as well. We beleive
this book could be a life changer for you! God is calling
us to pray, but this is not just another book about prayer.
This is a book that deals with the powerful Prayer of
Agreement, a very specific Biblical type of prayer that will
allow you to win the battle in the war room. How To
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Room Battle! will give you a
solid Biblical foundation on this type of prayer that any
believer can practice. What do you need the Lord to do
in your life or within your family? This book will show you
the solution. The truths in this book could change your
life forever as you put these Biblical principles into
practice. Whether you pray for healing, salvation,
deliverance, wisdom, guidance, or pray for God's
intervention, this book will help you see the results your
heart is longing for. Do you desire your life to be
changed forever? Grab your copy now
You must be merciless in the battle field of prayer. Our
daily warfare depends on the angle we look at it. When
people sleep at night and wake in the morning with
nothing to do or pursue, destruction is close by. Such
person is in the battle field of survival. You hardly survive
without overcoming one problem or the other. You hardly
survive without overcoming one problem or the other.
You must pray without season and back it up with
fasting. Before you can smite the enemy and destroy
them, you must learn the act of a soldier in the Lord, a
prayer warrior and a prayer warlord in the war room of
fire. A war room of fire is an incubator fire house that
rebuilds and rebrands you to be dangerous before your
enemies. Graduates in this room are fire proof, bullet
proof, arrow proof, sword proof, flood proof, and machete
proof. They are dangerous to dangers of darkness. They
are dangerous that enemies see them and flee.
Spiritually, their eyes can’t be comprehended; no
wonder enemies see them and flee! This book is
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that surround you will scatter. Every camp of the enemy
that vows you shall be brought down shall scatter. They
shall flee one by one, until you see them no more. You
are not a candidate of defeat. With this book you shall
scatter the plans of the enemy against you and make
them lick the dust. This book will prepare you for war,
win war and rule over your enemy. You will hardly
experience poverty of ideas or stagnancy in life. The
book shall build your faith with heavenly security that
batter stagnancy and backwardness to nothing and open
great doors of success to you. Surely, you will rise from
the pit to the top and from the valley to mountain top.
There is nothing too wrong for God to correct. Every
witchcraft power assign to humiliate and harass you shall
fail, in the name of Jesus. It is time you take control of
situation that surrounds you. The time has come and
must be fulfilled. You shall not plant for others to harvest
it. No locust shall consume your harvest. Your sweat
shall not be in vain. To the Lord Almighty, be the glory.
Amen. Pick this book and experience wonders of God.
Are your thoughts out of control--just like your life? Do
you long to break free from the spiral of destructive
thinking? Let God's truth become your battle plan to win
the war in your mind! We've all tried to think our way out
of bad habits and unhealthy thought patterns, only to find
ourselves stuck with an out-of-control mind and off-track
daily life. Pastor and New York Times bestselling author
Craig Groeschel understands deeply this daily battle
against self-doubt and negative thinking, and in this
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mind and your life for the longterm. Drawing upon Scripture and the latest findings of
brain science, Groeschel lays out practical strategies that
will free you from the grip of harmful, destructive thinking
and enable you to live the life of joy and peace that God
intends you to live. Winning the War in Your Mind will
help you: Learn how your brain works and see how to
rewire it Identify the lies your enemy wants you to believe
Recognize and short-circuit your mental triggers for
destructive thinking See how prayer and praise will
transform your mind Develop practices that allow God's
thoughts to become your thoughts God has something
better for your life than your old ways of thinking. It's time
to change your mind so God can change your life.
There is no gainsaying that God's plan concerning every man
on earth is that he prospers and be in health. Unfortunately,
many people suffer lack, and most times, are not successful
in whatever they lay their hands on. This is not the will of God
for such people. Satan - the age long enemy of man is
responsible for this, using his emissaries to afflict his victims
in the kingdom of darkness. This book is specially packaged
to put an end to such afflictions from the kingdom of
darkness, as it offers over 200 inspired Prayers that will
attract money, financial ideas and favor of God and man into
your life. The prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed
casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other book like
this book. Why? This is because the prayers were released
by the Holy Spirit while meditating on over 150 special
scriptures that will command financial release over your life.
Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of
prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those
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clearly that these prayers were
not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced
that this book will be of immense blessings to you. The
prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you will only
be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the
prayers. This is because the prayers are spiritually discerned
and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book with all
seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to
the next prayer. These prayers would be very great during
your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these
prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you
can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don't have access to
the Holy Bible during your prayers. I look forward to your
arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the
wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
This is not time to shift responsibility for failure. The dice is
cast to know position of things. Right step must be taken this
time around. You need prayer. Prayer is work itself. When
you rise for prayer, let it be spiritual battle. Here, you will use
spiritual weapons to silence your enemy. As a brave solider in
Christ, put your chest out in prayer. Conquer the situation,
conquer your enemy, and be brave enough to count your
spoils. This is what this book stands for. I fire you prayer,
prepares you for battle and win. It makes you a superhero
and warlord. No matter how hot the situation is, this book will
bring laughter to your face. The problems you hitherto think
are stony will eventually be a thing of the past. No situation is
bigger than God. The only way we communicate with God is
prayer. I fire you prayer shall place you in perfect order if you
want to apply violent prayer to solve problems once and for
all. This book is loaded with Holy Spirit vomited prayer. You
need it. Pick a copy. KEYWORDS: powerful decree, how to
decree, dangerous prayer study guide, what does the bible
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This book was created in my prayer closet. It is a transparent
and heartfelt account of the challenges and joys on the path
of growing closer to God through marital issues, financial
strains and everyday challenges that come our way as
women. The pages are filled with the sweet and beautiful
whispers of reassurance, renewal and love that God provided
on this journey.
No more general, routine, and unfocused praying. This book
lays the foundation for engaging in spiritual warfare by
effective, pointed, biblically based prayer. Part I presents in
the first chapter a solid theological foundation, treating
worldview, the reality of the spirit world, and our resources.
The next chapters show the place of prayer in warfare and
delineate some strategies, tactics, and cautions. Part II
suggests some pattern warfare prayers for personal, church,
and world needs. Believers have used some of these very
effectively to see the Lord intervene and remove oppression
and obstacles. Winning the War through Prayer is like a
bucket of cold water thrown onto a largely lukewarm Church.
For those who have already experienced the power of
demonic forces and the triumph of Christ, this book will give
them more practical knowledge of how to confront the enemy.
For those who have ignored the biblical teaching about our
invisible war, such readers will be jolted in to reality. Their
eyes will be open to a new level of spiritual discernment and a
new way of praying that is directed against the forces that
seek to destroy us (Dr. Erwin Lutzer). In my evaluation, this
book is the best presentation of biblical warfare praying that
has been written. God has use Fred to write an articulate,
doctrinally sound, biblical call to warfare praying that exceeds
anything yet writtenan academic and biblical study, a very
useable and much needed document (Dr. Mark I. Bubeck).
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is impossible for God. He is
your Wonderful Counselor and Victorious Warrior. He is ready
to bear your burdens, impart His perfect perspective, and
demolish the ideas that separate you and your husband. You
are at war, but your husband is not your enemy. Evil forces
conspire to destroy your sacred union. Our Almighty God has
proven His power to defeat Satan, and He has equipped you
with simple, yet supernaturally effective weapons. Praying for
your marriage is fighting for your marriage. With each prayer,
you bring the vulnerable places of your relationship to God
who generously provides His strength and sufficiency. The 31
Scriptural prayers in this book will equip you to: - Fight from a
place of victory- Fight for what will last- Fight for your good
gifts- Fight for freedom from strongholds Each prayer is
written like a psalm to help you express your feelings to God,
reach for His help, and remind yourself of His promises.
Scriptures references for each prayer are provided along with
a journaling opportunity to make the conversation with God
more personal. This is a winnable war. With God, there is
hope for your marriage.
This prayer book is geared towards teaching our children love
for self, love for others and to be appreciate of all God's
creation. In their formative years, is indeed the perfect time to
do so.
This book is written for WARLORDS, like you. Battles may
arise but warlords have the power to walk over them. This is
one unique book that will train your hands for war and your
fingers for battle. The book is loaded with Holy Spirit vomited
prayers that will rout powers delaying your miracles. The Lord
shall rescue you from those who pursue you as you enter war
room as warlord and pray. The Lord shall send forth
lightening and scatter the enemies and their evil plans. This
book will teach you liberation prayers. Enemies target to
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the gang up or fierce nature of
enemy, prayers in this book shall scatter them and bring them
to their knee. This book is well packaged to address issues of
strange powers that kill and destroy destiny of the saints.
Prayers in this book shall bring sudden end to powers
planning shame and disgrace for you. The prayer book will
silence all battles older than you. The days and years of dark
powers are over as you shall count your blessings, as a
warlord in the war room of fire. This is the reason you should
buy this book. The time is ripe to possess your possession,
silence every emptier assign against you and give all glory to
God. Don’t entertain delay; this book is for you, buy it. As you
do so, God shall open heavens and bless you. Amen.
KEYWORDS: powerful prayers in the war room, war room
prayer book, war room bible study, war room study guide, war
room journal, overwhelmed prayer, prayers against the
powers of darkness
War Room Bible Study Book includes 5 scriptural lessons and
inspiring movie clips found in the new Kendrick Brothers'
movie War Room. This short series provides a variety of heartfelt and/or humorous movie scenes and Bible study sessions
that can be used in a corporate church message series or a
small group Bible study setting. Session topics include:
Dealing with Spiritual Lukewarmness, Christian
Accountability, Grasping Grace and the Gospel, Engaging in
Spiritual Warfare, and Trusting God in Prayer.
Appeals From The Heart To God, is an inspirational poetry
book written with you in mind. As you comb through each
verse, I pray that your intimacy with Christ will be deeper. You
will read poems about God and His business, families and
their affairs, nature and its elements, love and its sacrifices
and Heaven our new home. Life has many challenges, but
remember, Jesus is only a prayer away. My cross may be
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but thank God, prayer makes it lighter and faith makes it more
bearable. Read, enjoy and be blessed.
A Woman In Her War Room is an eye-opening series which is
aimed at revealing what women go through in their lives as
girls, young ladies, or adults, and how they can win this war in
their war room. The different volumes of this book series will
be revealing the kinds of wars women fight and the
testimonies of people who have been through bad situations
as women, and how they won through preparations in their
war rooms. This is the first volume in the series: a must-read,
not just for women, but also for men, so that they too will
understand the wars fought by women, prepare themselves
by the grace of God to help in one way or the other for a
victorious outcome, for the benefit of society and to God's
glory.
You have an enemy . . . and he’s dead set on destroying all
you hold dear and keeping you from experiencing abundant
life in Christ. What’s more, his approach to disrupting your
life and discrediting your faith isn’t general or generic, not a
one-size-fits-all. It’s specific. Personalized. Targeted. So this
book is your chance to strike back. With prayer. With a
weapon that really works. Each chapter will guide you in
crafting prayer strategies that hit the enemy where it hurts,
letting him know you’re on to him and that you won’t back
down. Because with every new strategy you build, you’re
turning the fiercest battles of life into precise strikes against
him and his handiwork, each one infused with the power of
God’s Spirit. New York Times bestselling author Priscilla
Shirer, widely known for her international speaking, teaching,
and writing ministries, brings her new role from the 2015 film
War Room into the real lives of today’s women, addressing
the topics that affect them most: renewing their passion,
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relentless
regrets,
navigating
impossible schedules,
succeeding against temptation, weathering their worst fears,
uprooting bitterness, and more. Each chapter exposes the
enemy’s cruel, crafty intentions in all kinds of these areas,
then equips and encourages you to write out your own
personalized prayer strategies on tear-out sheets you can
post and pray over yourself and your loved ones on a regular
basis. Fervent is a hands-on, knees-down, don’t-give-up
action guide to practical, purposeful praying.
!--StartFragment-- In her most popular bestseller ever, the
beloved author and minister Joyce Meyer shows readers how
to change their lives by changing their minds. Joyce Meyer
teaches how to deal with thousands of thoughts that people
think every day and how to focus the mind the way God
thinks. And she shares the trials, tragedies, and ultimate
victories from her own marriage, family, and ministry that led
her to wondrous, life-transforming truth--and reveals her
thoughts and feelings every step of the way. Download the
free Joyce Meyer author app.
Not to be ignored is the warning in Matthew 6:34 that says
each has sufficient evils thereof. This book is about the
exigencies to bath each weekday in prayer in order to
download the day's blessings, pursue destiny, and avoid
wickedness. We shall look at names connotations of
weekdays and will appreciate better the need for the timeless
Christian disciple of Prayer in overcoming adversities and the
adversary.
A Pattern of Prayer is a guide to prayer based on the daily,
weekly, and occasional prayers of an intentional, ecumenical,
Christian community called Grace and Main Fellowship in
Danville, Virginia. It's designed to cultivate a rhythm to the life
of prayer either in groups or by individuals. Providing a
structure for morning, midday, evening, and night prayer, it is
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Also included are some of the prayers and blessings used in
the work of the community, as well as the community's
"identity statements" or "little rule." To make use of the
prayerbook, all you'll need, in addition to the book, is a Bible.
Veteran politicians' prayer book for Nation Building
Our inheritance in Christ Jesus is often un-tapped and under
utilized. We frequently go through our days without drawing
from the wealth available to us in Christ. This prayer journal
provides a practical, systematic way to intentionally partake of
your inheritance. By daily affirming the promises of God
related to the Person, work, and provision of Christ Jesus,
you will feast on the manna of Christ Himself. With plenty of
white space, this prayer journal incorporates Arabah Joy's
four step process to praying a promise: Read it, Write it,
Ponder it, and Pray it. Daily mini-devotionals are also
included. Begin your own life changing, 40-day journey
today!!
Are you ready to embark on a 40 days of powerful prayers
against witchcraft attack, evil strongholds, generational
curses, demonic attack, soul tie and evil pronouncement?
This book is a 40 Days Prayer devotional written to help you
overcome every problem facing your life. It contains powerful
prayers as well as scriptures to help you stop the works of the
enemy over your life and your family's. It is a powerful
spiritual weapon in the hands of the reader. In this book you'll
discover; -Prayers to overcome demonic and witchcraft attack
-Powerful prayers to break-free from generational curses
-Deliverance from evil strongholds -Prayers against evil soul
tie -Prayers for divine protection from evil attack -Prayers for
forgiveness -Prayers against monitoring spirit -Powerful
prayers for financial breakthrough -And much more. "40 Days
In The War Room" is written according to the leading of the
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The Armor of God, more than merely a biblical description of
the believer's inventory, is an action plan for putting it on and
developing a personalized strategy to secure victory.
This book is a must read for every wife who desires to see
God's transforming power move mightily in her husband! This
book will be a tremendous help for the busy wife who desires
to pray powerfully and effectively for her husband - and who
desires to see the results that effectual prayer can bring.
Arranged in an easy day by day flow format, these prayers
can be used as stand-alone prayers or can be integrated with
daily devotions. Grab your copy now and begin your exciting
journey now! This book will encourage, strengthen and help
you in praying effectively for your husband on a daily basis.
This book gives you a clear understanding of what to pray for
and how to pray for it. Actual example prayers for each day
are included. Scriptural references are also included in each
day's prayer time for further reflection and study as desired.
You CAN win the prayer war room battle and see God
working in your husband's heart and life. God has told us in
His word that He answers prayer. He desires to transform
your husband into a mighty man of God in every area of his
life. One of the clearest ways a wife can demonstrate her love
for her husband is to pray for him daily. This book will guide
you day by day and step by step. Everything is placed before
you in an easy to implement format. You can use each daily
prayer as is or you can add to them as the Lord may lead
you. You can use this book as a stand-alone prayer book or
you can incorporate the daily prayers and Scriptures into your
regular daily devotions. Whatever way you decide - it will be a
win-win situation. Get your copy of Thirty One Powerful
Prayers For Your Husband now and see God working in your
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Juggling
motherhood
job as a real-estate agent,
Elizabeth Jordan wishes her husband could help more
around the house. But Tony’s rising career as a
pharmaceutical salesman demands more and more of his
time. With a nice home in the suburbs and a lovely young
daughter, they appear to have it all—yet they can’t seem to
spend time together without fighting. Hoping for a new listing,
Elizabeth visits the home of Clara Williams, an elderly widow,
and is both amused and uncomfortable when Clara starts
asking pointed questions about her marriage and faith. But
it’s Clara’s secret prayer room, with its walls covered in
requests and answers, that has Elizabeth most intrigued . . .
even if she’s not ready to take Clara’s suggestion that she
create a prayer room of her own. As tensions at home
escalate, though, Elizabeth begins to realize that her family is
worth fighting for, and she can’t win this battle on her own.
Stepping out in blind faith, putting her prayers for her family
and their future in God’s hands, might be her only chance at
regaining the life she was meant for.
The contents of this message upon prayer should be read
alike by preacher and teacher, evangelist and intercessor. Its
pages contain an appeal to every "worker together with
Christ," and stimulate the desire for prayer in the varied
relationships of Christian life. The appeal deserves a wide
circulation amongst members of Prayer Circles and Prayer
Unions, and, indeed, amongst all who are looking for a revival
of true religion in our land, and an exodus of ambassadors for
Christ to heathen and Moslem populations. -- Albert A. Head.
Tapping is an activity that many of us engage in everyday
without even thinking about what we are doing. We drum our
fingers on a desk or table while we wait for something to
happen. We tap our forehead while we are figuring out a
problem. We stroke our chin or rub our head as we
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body's
clumsy way
of attending
to a need for peace or
resolution. Tapping prayer is a spiritual practice that
intentionally focuses our attention on the rhythmic movement
of our finger tips. It directs the energy of God's healing onto
specific points on our body that through the practice of
acupuncture and reiki, have shown to be conduits of healing.
Tapping prayer is the most exciting addition to my spiritual
tool belt in 25 years of ministry. It's fun and effective and easy
to administer alone, one on one, or in a group. It is very
flexible...and did I mention, effective? Tapping prayer is
effective in bringing individuals into a one one relationship
with God that creates peace, healing, and a desire to share
those gifts with other individuals, communities, and Creation.
Tapping prayer is an integration of sacred wisdom from the
East and West. It is a spiritual practice that blends a
knowledge of the Spirit's movement through our body with an
understanding of meridian tapping based on the Emotional
Freedom Technique created by Gary Craig. Tapping prayer
brings balance and peace to individuals who are experiencing
spiritual distress. By gently tapping on identified points of
entry for the Holy which correspond to meridian end points in
acupuncture, while praying for God to attend to a particular
pain, we focus God's intention to heal and in most cases
actually experience a peace which is not of our own doing. By
acknowledging pain instead of wishing for relief, we recognize
God's interest to heal us and indeed, God heals us. This
technique can be used for individuals who are seeking peace
from a wide variety of issues ranging from: trauma such as a
car accident, an abusive parent, a friend killed in battle, a
sudden illness, a job loss, a fire, a damaged relationship.
Tapping prayer can also facilitate forgiveness and/or letting
go. Tapping prayer is effective in praying for others (surrogate
prayer tapping focused on an individual who is not present to
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or Creation
(an oil spill, deforestation,
strip mining). Wherever there is a disruption to the peaceful
flow of the Holy Spirit, tapping prayer can be applied. When I
first learned about the Emotional Freedom Technique as a
tool to help veterans in our community, I thought it was weird.
The tapping. The repetition. It seemed...odd. This was not
how I understood healing from trauma to work, and yet it
worked. Clearly, my Western roots were showing. When I got
home from the training I began using the technique with
members of my community and saw such dramatic results I
had to learn more. They also found it strange, but effective.
Some folks were uncomfortable with the language of
"energies" and "chi," so I experimented a bit and added more
traditional faith language to the mix. I dug deeply into my own
faith traditions and discovered a theology of healing that
accompanied tapping prayer. I found that by invoking God's
presence into the act of tapping, people from varying faith
experiences were able to connect to the Holy on a deeper
level. They began to experience God as very real and very
present in their lives. They asked to learn more about this
new way of praying. They discovered that by using tapping
prayer on a wide variety of issues, their relationship with God
grew deeper. If you are ready to draw closer to God's healing
love for you, please take responsibility for your participation in
tapping prayer, and let's pray! --Todd Farnsworth
Spiritual warfare is a reality that faces Christians every day.
Their daily walk with the Lord and fight with Satan affects
every aspect of their life: their personal victory, the state of
their families, their interaction with the world around them,
and their ultimate service and performance on earth. Every
Christian finds himself harassed and under the relentless
hand of the enemy. Spiritual casualties surround us on every
side. Luke warmness, defeat, and compromise seem to be
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Master. This book focuses on
that deep cry-the spiritual seed within. It equips the child of
God and steadies him to a life of spiritual fulfillment in Christ
as he fights and wins spiritual battles. Nobody is born a
natural spiritual fighter. Like any army which recruits soldiers
and trains them before releasing them to the battle field, the
Christian soldier likewise has to be trained. His training is
crucial knowing that the enemy he is fighting does not give
him a chance to train before launching his attacks. Prayer
and Spiritual Warfare equips and encourages the believer to
effectively stand against the deceptive schemes of Satan by
applying scriptural truths. It teaches the nature of the spiritual
battle, what it takes to win battles, and weapons that are used
to fight in this warfare. It trains God's soldiers to receive and
obey orders from the war General-God. It discloses the
deceptive schemes of the enemy and equips believers to deal
with opposition and stand their ground in battle. It exalts
Christ and points to His role in spiritual warfare. It weaves
practical modern day- 21st century- struggles that face
Christians and the church as a whole with scriptural truths of
God's Word to combat spiritual apathy. Yes! Christians can
fight the enemy with courage and be the light of the world
today.
This book provides you with the distinct opportunity to tell
yourself emphatically whether or not you are praying as God
Almighty requires you to pray according to His Holy Word.
Before you begin reading, note that this is not a critique of
your prayer life. Hopefully, by the end of this reading, you will
have determined whether your prayer life is producing God's
desires for your life, or you will know if you need to stop at
Heaven's prayer shop for a prayer life tune-up. Don't be shy,
test-drive your prayer life!
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of prayer. Prayer is so
powerful that in the hand of a righteous person, that a
man like us named Elijah prayed earnestly that is will not
rain and it did not rain for three and half year. And to
show how effective prayer can be, he prayed again and
the havens gave rain. The bible shows us time and time
again how the less powerful have used prayer to
conquer their adversaries. Our Lord and savior, Jesus
Christ told us Mathew 17:20, "I tell you the truth, if you
have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to
this mountain, 'Move from here to there' and it will move.
Nothing will be impossible for you. Why will Jesus give
us such an assurance? It is because, the weapon we
fight with are not the weapons of the sinful world, we the
children of God use divine power of God to tear down the
strong hold of the evil one. So we must continue to pray
even when you think your answers are not coming as
quickly as you wanted. Remember when Martha and
Mary send a message to Jesus that Lazarus is sick," his
sisters sent unto him, saying, Lord, behold, he whom
thou lovest is sick" even though the answer took two
days to get to the sisters. The most important thing is
that Jesus was called and that is when action was put in
process and they did not put their request on the
righteousness of Lazarus or his status in the ministry or
how hard he works or even what he has given to the
Church. The appeal was based on the love of Jesus
Christ. "The one whom you love is sick," that is our clue;
we must always focus our prayers on the love of God.
We also have the confidence that God will answer our
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answered no matter how sinful the person praying may
be. Even though we don't always get yes, but His answer
are always in our best interest. And we don't have to
follow any secret incantation before praying or offer
some unnecessary repetition while praying. And the
eloquence of our prayer will not make God answer our
prayer. That is why in Matthew 6:7-8, Jesus rebukes
those who pray using repetitions, "And when you pray,
do not keep on babbling like pagans, for they think they
will be heard because of their many words. Do not be
like them, for your Father knows what you need before
you ask him." "The Word of God is full of accounts
describing the power of prayer in various situations. The
power of prayer has overcome enemies (Psalm 6:9-10),
conquered death (2 Kings 4:3-36), brought healing
(James 5:14-15), and defeated demons (Mark 9:29).
God, through prayer, opens eyes, changes hearts, heals
wounds, and grants wisdom (James 1:5). The power of
prayer should never be underestimated because it draws
on the glory and might of the infinitely powerful God of
the universe! Daniel 4:35 proclaims, "All the peoples of
the earth are regarded as nothing. He does as he
pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of
the earth. No one can hold back his hand or say to him:
'What have you done?'" So pray and God who loves you
first will answer your prayers.
I wanted to feel close to God...but I didn't know how. Do
you want to deepen your walk with God and feel His love
again, but can't figure out how to get there? On the
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something is missing and want to find the key to
connecting with God. Or you feel close to God but would
like a simple way to show others how they can
experience the love of God. This book is for you, too.
You already know that the only way to overcome the
storms of life is to stay close to the Rock that can't be
shaken. The good news is God wants to fill you with His
love and show you how to give His love away to others.
He wants to heal the hurts in your life that have drained
your love tank. The author served as an international
missionary in Southeast Asia for 12 years. During that
time, he discovered a simple method to help people
experience God's love. The truths in this book have
transformed many and will you too. We need
transformed people full of God's love in our broken
world. The directions in this book will guide you to a
deeper experience of the presence of Jesus in your war
room. God never intended for your relationship with Him
to be complicated. The truth is that Jesus showed His
disciples how to walk in the power of God's love and
Jesus wants to show you how to do the same. In this
book, you will learn the four ingredients for growing
closer to God: Loving God with all your heart and
worshipping Him. Loving God with all your soul and
praying to Him. Loving God with all your mind and
studying His word. Loving God with all your strength and
sharing His love with others. The author brings 40 years
of his personal ministry experience to the pages of this
book. Most importantly, he looks to the Word to unearth
how Jesus showed us to grow close to God. Dr.
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Beginning
today. FIVE STARS When you are looking for the Simplicity or better yet the
"how to" of following Christ - This is the book!! I'm not
sure if it's timing ... but as they say - when the student is
ready the teacher appears...I know God put this book in
my hands so that I could be one of his disciples. It's a
lesson on being comfortable with loving him and sharing
his life with others. Thank you so much Dr. Lancaster for
keeping it simple and sharing your heart... so that
someone like me could so easily receive, understand,
and share the simple love of Jesus...THANK YOU!! -DONNA FYKES FIVE STARS - I thought this was going
to be a book about prayer, but it is way more than that.
Dr. Lancaster lays out a plan for small groups of only 4
people that include worship, prayer, Bible study and
sharing with others. These groups can be family
devotions with children, with people of any age, and
even unbelievers that are on their way to find Jesus. -PATTIZEE FIVE STARS - Loved this book! The author
gentle nudges the reader to restore what is broken in
their own spiritual walk, and for me that was so
refreshing and necessary. Loved every page and
couldn't recommend this highly enough for everyone
seeking something fresh. -- AMAZON CUSTOMER If
you want practical ways to apply The 5 Love Languages
by Gary Chapman or Eat Pray Love by Elizabeth Gilbert,
you will enjoy this book. Dr. Lancaster knows firsthand
the power of a simple method to love God and love
people in community. By opening your heart to these
simple steps, you will experience God's heart for you
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Click the BUY NOW button
and take your relationship with God to a new level today!
Exclusive Offer - Now Includes 5 Amazing Bonus Titles:
4 More Titles of 100 Most Powerful Prayers. Plus Full
Length Title: Conscious Visualization You will not
achieve fulfillment and happiness until you allow God to
be the architect of your reality. Imagine that with a few
moments each day, you could begin the powerful
transformation toward complete control of your own life
and well being through prayer. You will be able to
release all fear and doubt simply because you know that
God gives you the strength. You can utilize this simple,
proven technique to regain the lost comforts of joy, love,
and fulfillment in your life. God's gift of life is too short to
be exhausted on thousands of everyday anxieties and
fears. Sadly, the average person will get to the end of
their life and realize that more than half of it was spent
struggling with these kinds of problems. Because they
didn't know what to do, many of these people never
found any satisfaction in life. You can and will become
bigger than those struggles by enhancing the positive
energy that God already has flowing within you. You are
exactly who you think you are, and it's up to you to
create those thoughts and manifest them as God's
creation. No more lack of faith, motivation, and feelings
of doubt in your life. No person can find happiness in an
environment beyond his or her control. But you can get
up, get out, and take control with God. Get what you
want and desire from the world like millions of others
around the globe using prayer. You are already blessed
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desires into reality. By using
prayer daily, you will unlock that natural potential that
God placed inside of you. Prayer starts by creating a
cycle of continuous prayers. You must believe and
repeat these declarations and prayers each day. If the
thoughts and ideas that we affirm are not true in reality, a
dynamic tension is created between your perceived
reality and your psyche. This presence of dynamic
tension causes imbalance between your psyche and
perceived reality. Your consciousness will work to get
back in tune with the God's vision of the universe to
resolve the tension. There are two simple ways to ease
this tension. You must work with God's creation in order
to make your declarations become true, or you must stop
the prayer. As you choose to continue praying, your mind
and body will seek to balance this inequality with the
universe by transforming your environment to match your
declarations of truth. Sooner than later, you will find
yourself taking positive and decisive action that you
never imagined possible as your perceptions naturally
align with your true reality. If you want to see positive
change now, you'll find the quickest path to fulfillment
with prayer through God's love. There is no time to
spend on loss, negativity, and defeat when you can be
achieving tangible, historically proven results with
minimum time and effort invested. There is no limit to
changes that God can make in your life through the
power of creating truth with prayer... Read This Book To
Change Your Life Today! Also available in ebook Format
Inspired by the Kendrick Brothers’ new movie, War
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The Love Dare and The
Resolution for Men is designed to help anyone learn how
to become a powerful person of prayer. The Battle Plan
for Prayer begins with prayer’s core purpose, its biblical
design, and its impact throughout history. Readers will
be guided scripturally through the fundamentals of how
effective prayer works, inspired towards a closer, more
intimate relationship with God, and shown how to
develop specific prayer strategies for each area of life.
Prayer can accomplish what a willing God can
accomplish. It should be your first plan of attack in all of
life’s battles, not your last resort. If you want to
experience the joy of mightily answered prayer, then it’s
time to engage with God at another level.
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